


















S U M M A R Y

I. Project Title

The Development of Human Behaviour Analysis Techniques

II. Objectives

The considerable numbers of unanticipated trips have been occurred

in nuclear power plants due to erroneous actions taken by the plant

personnel. A systematic study on human-machine interaction is

necessary for enhancing the safety of Korean nuclear power plants and

reducing the economic loss caused by the unanticipated trips, through

the reduction of human errors.

In this project, which is to study on man-machine interaction in

Korean nuclear power plants, we developed SACOM( Simulation Analyzer

with a Cognitive Operator Model), a tool for the assessment of operator

performance in the control rooms using software simulation of operator

tasks, and also develop human error analysis and application

technologies. The objective of this project is to reduce effectively human

errors in Korean nuclear power plants, through the application of

research results to the investigation of issues for the operation

enhancement of existing plants and also to human factors evaluation of

MMI design in future plants.
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III. Scope of Project

This project has two research areas; one is the development of

SACOM, the other is the development of human error analysis and

application technologies. We studied the followings for the development

of SACOM.

In order to find out the control room operators' process for their

situation assessment and making reactions, we performed site

investigation on the operation of a nuclear power plant training

simulator. We recorded the operation with video cameras, analyzed the

data recorded, and checked the results with operation experts. Based on

these studies, we developed a conceptual framework on observable

behavior during control room operation and represented it using a

network model. A detailed model of the operation including cognitive

behavior was also developed based on the results by others in the fields

of cognitive engineering and psychology, then adjusted through the

application to the simulator operation.

We developed a new cognitive task analysis method to analyze

operator's cognitive information processing more effectively than existing

methods, then implemented a software tool for the application of the

method. We identified diagnostic strategies and knowledge of cognitive

tasks and developed techniques for their representation in software.

Derived task framework was represented with agents on a blackboard

structure performing inference in relation with knowledge base upon

plant situation change. We devised and applied here a method for
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simulating plant situation that provided various plant parameters and

symptom data.

In relation to operation performance assessment, we developed and

applied several methodologies for the assessment of workload: physical

workload assessment in the operation at conventional control panels

based on the link analyses about operators' movement and actions, the

assessment of workload in information navigation at the operation at

VDU work space in advanced control rooms, and cognitive workload

assessment based on information flow during procedural tasks.

The three modules of SACOM, which are Operator Model, Interaction

Analyzer, and Situation Generator, were integrated. We demonstrated the

assessment capability of SACOM by using knowledge base for an

ISLOCA scenario.

We studied the followings for the development of human error

analysis and application technologies. We developed and computerized a

human error classification system that could be used to find causes from

an error mode using cause-effect relationship. This was modified during

our analyses of trips in Korean nuclear power plants by incorporating

the characteristics of tasks in the plants. We formalized a retrospective

analysis procedure for the analysis of human machine interaction in

nuclear power plant trips. We analyzed a total of 277 trips occurred in

Korean nuclear power plants from 1978 to 1994 in aspects of human

machine interaction to derive information including trip overview,

problems and countermeasures. Also, we identified 79 trips induced by
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human errors and performed detail analyses to produce time-lined

interactions.

Acknowledging the shortage of trip reports in the detection of

cognitive errors, we established an experimental environment based on

CNS(Compact Nuclear Simulator) in KAERI and performed experiments

for the detection of human errors.

We developed two applications intended for the effective use of

analyzed information on the trips. MARSTECCMultimedia Authoring and

Representation System of Trip Event Cases) was one with which we

could organize and replay the sequence of trip and human error

involvement by using multimedia data including text, voice, sound,

graphics, animation, and images. The other is INSTECXInformation

System of Trip Event Cases), which is a database system for users to

search by interesting subjects and look at the analyzed information on

the trips.

IV. Results

The SACOM was developed that could simulate control room

operation tasks and assess the performance. It consists of three major

modules: Operator Model, Interaction Analyzer, and Situation Generator.

The operator model simulates the operation tasks using agents on a

blackboard architecture incorporated with inference and knowledge

representation software. The interaction analyzer shows operators'

movement and actions through animation, and provide the operation
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history of the operator model for the analysis of cognitive process and

errors. It includes the assessment methodologies on operator's physical

workload, workload in information navigation at VDU workstations, and

cognitive workload in procedural tasks, to evaluate the suitabilities of

panel layout and arrangement in conventional control rooms, display

design in advanced control rooms. The situation generator sends plant

parameters and symptom data sequentially to the operator model.

In addition, techniques for the investigation of performance

characteristics in emergency operation was established. A new cognitive

task analysis method for the effective analysis of operator's cognitive

process and a software program supporting the use of the method was

also implemented.

In the development of human error analysis and application

technologies, a human error classification system with cause-effect

relationship was developed and its computerized version, HEAT(Human

Error Analysis Tool) was made. ESFASCError Shaping Factor Analysis

System) was also implemented by using the analytic hierarchy process

for the evaluation of importance of the factors to human errors. A

formalized procedure for the analysis of trips was devised that could be

used in the analysis of trips in viewpoint of human machine interaction.

Summary information including trip overview, problems and

countermeasures was documented for the 277 trips occurred in Korean

nuclear power plants from 1978 to 1994. The 79 cases induced by human

errors were identified and time-lined interactions were made for those

cases. MARSTEC and INSTEC were developed in order to transfer the
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analyzed information effectively to personnel in nuclear fields in Korea.

Also, techniques for the detection of human errors through human

factors experiments were established including the methods for the

development of experimental scenarios, training and tests of subjects, and

the analysis of subject's behavior with an ideal path of operation.

V. Proposal for Application

The SACOM with the capability of workload assessment in control

room operation will be used for the evaluation of HMI design, function

allocation, and operation procedures in new reactor developments in

KAERI. Other results including the cognitive task analysis method,

techniques for emergency operation investigation and for human error

detection at human factors experiments, HEAT, and ESFAS will be used

for pre-analysis, planning, and result analysis of future experiments

using the integrated test facility(ITF) that developed in the other human

factors project.

The human error classification system and retrospective analysis

procedure will be used for the analysis of not only future trips but also

near miss cases. The MARSTEC will be used as a tool for authoring

and representation of trips the information of which will be necessary to

transfer to the plant personnel. The INSTEC will be provided to

personnel in nuclear organizations in Korea to be used for human error

reduction, and also will be used as data for operation experience review

activity in MMIS design.
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